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PAPER OF THE DAM/IWA...THE VOICE OF ANARCHO—SYNDICALISM
.The miners‘ strike has been
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defeated,not by the strength of the state so much
as by reformist trade unionis,which has forgotten
how to fight.
The members of other unions could not render
practical industrial assistance to the miners due
to the very structure of the unions they are in.
Trade unions have been emasculated by 100 years of
bowing to legality,bowing to the labour Party,
bowing to arbitration and conciliation,rather than
fighting.
Faced with a resolute Tory government they are
powerless.From 1979--4985 the TUC hung around
waiting for their "pals" in the Labour Party to
be elected.When that didn't happen they hadn't a
clue what to do.
The unions have shown their weakness and it has
been noted by the Tories during the miners‘ strike
Now it will be the turn of the teachers,healthwor—
kers,dockers,railworkers,etc and they will all be
picked off one by one,their huge fortunes sequestered,their actions ended by the waving of a writ.
"UNLESS workers organise inside their unions in
rank—and-file groups,independent of all parties,
contemptuous of the law and committed to direct
action and solidarity.If this is done they can
begin to turn the tide.
It is the only realistic option.
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ING DISPUTE
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Most people have very definite views on the nuclear
issue.There is much public
debate between those who want
to be rid of nuclear weapons
and those who profess to see
them as a necessary evil.In
general,however,the two broad
bodies of opinion do share a
common area of belief--a very
significant one.
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*Each pit needs to create
its own council of action,
including sacked NUM members,
which can co-ordinate its
actions with others,to protect
those who have been or may be
sacked.We need to be flexible
and farseeing in our strategy,
to advance again in the future
so as to tighten the screw on
the government.
TUC
called off 9 all the issues rem‘Of course this strike could
ain.Pit closures kill communhave been won,but for the betities and throw workers on the
rayal and inaction of the TUC.
scrapheap.Now there is the
Their promises of solidarity
issue of the 700-plus miners
were never delivered.Most
sacked and victimised by the
unions made no real effort to
NCB:they must be reinstated.We
organise effective'industrial
owe it to them and to Joe
‘
action.No real work was done to
Green and David Jones who died
convince rank-and-file unionfor this strike on the picket
ists of the need for action,to
lines,to continue fighting.
protect their own unions from
That the strike lasted so
attack as well as the NUM.
long and remained so solid is
*The lesson is that we
a tribute to the determination
cannot depend on the TUC to do
and bravery of the miners.The
other than to sell us out,and
strike may have been lost but
sabotage any efforts to build
the struggle goes on;we change
solidarity.At the anti-rateour tactics but not our princapping demo in Inndon on
ciples.The fight must now
March 6th,Norman Willis,TUC
continue in the pits,so that
leader,ran away from angry
the battle to keep them open
miners and anarchists,and into
and the communities intact is
the protective arms of the
won.
police.It is ironic when a so*The return to the pits of
called TUC leader seeks proa mass of militant workers
tection from the very same
committed to the destruction of police thugs who have rioted
the NCB's plans is a tactic th
in mining villages and injured
government fears.A policy of
and abused so many miners,in
go-slow,disruption,work-toorder to protect himself from
rule and the inevitable damage
the justified anger of decent
to machinery linked with snap
trade unionists,disgusted at
wildcat strikes of particular
his spineless behaviour during
sections or trades is effectthe strike.
ive even in pits where it is
*We cannot depend on the
only a minority who are involLabour Party to do other than
ved.Such a strategy embraces
make half-hearted statements of
not only those who have staysolidarity supported by inacted out on strike for its full
ion,particularly from corpses
duration,but also those who
'like Kinnock.

fighting on the

listening to celebrities of
church,showbusiness and politics
preaching to the converted may
be a pleasant way to spend an
afternoon,but what people think
and do in thier day-to-day
lives is more important.
As long as the energies of
those people most committed to
getting rid of nuclear weapons
and conventional ones too,for
that matter)are diverted into
relatively futile activities,
the peace groups are fulfilling
the role of a safety valve,
easing the pressure created by
peoples‘ anger,which would
otherwise vent its full force
on the government,and providing
a means of soothing confused
middle-class consciences.
Awareness of this gives rise
to another idea which merits
consideratidn.Consider the
possibility of a "stitch-up".
To be more specific,the idea
that the governments of the
world use the idea of a
nuclear holocaust as a threat
to hold over the heads of
ordinary people.Understandably
concerned,activists get involved in campaigning against
nuclear weapons.Their energies
and anger are directed into the
nuclear issue and the numerous
areas of debate arising from
it.Consequently,pressing
everyday issues are set aside.
"Yes,it's terrible the way
people at the lower end of the
economic scale are treated,but
let's concentrate on saving the
world before we set about making it a better place".Of
course this is not a conscious
attitude,but it is descriptive
of what happens.
_
Too cynical?Overly pessimistic?Possibly.After all,there
are a lot of thi n g s about the
ways world politics function
about which we are never likely
to know the truth.But it would
be stupid to discount totally
the idea of the nuclear arms
race being a piece of global
theatre to distract people from
mundane issues of economic,
social and other kinds of oppression—-in other words,from

It is widely accepted that
nucIear weapons are the products of the Cold War:that the
global division between two
groupings of states each clustered around one of the two
"superpowers",has evolved into
a situation where East and West
are in a perpetual state of *
rivalry,trying to protect and
promote cherished ideologies.
This,it is argued,has led to
the stockpiling of horrific
nuclear weapons,to protect
each bloc's interests
from
_
_
encroachment by its enemies.
These views form the broad
context in which the nuclear
debate takes place,in the mass
media and at other leve1s.The
purpose of this article is to
offer a few ideas to challenge
the "conventional wisdom" and
broaden the scope for debate.
It goes without saying that
issues which might make then
peace campaigning groups,such
as the Campaign for Nuclear
begin to question the logic and
Disarmament,are a thorn in the rationale of the status quo.
side
of the government,diamet_
_
_
This kind of questioning,
P163113 °PP°5ed ln attitudes
lo E icall Y leading to the pursuit
H
and aims...or does it?As an
of a complete change of society,
organisation,CND appears to
poses a far greater threat to
have neither the ability nor
the state than any number of
the inclination to do any more CND supporters harmlessly demthan propagandise.This alone is anding the abandonment of weapno reason to criticise.Many
ons no-one really wants to use.
G_Kirkman_
political pressure groups are
limited by circumstances to a
<7?!»
position where,in the short
‘q§h'
term,to attempt anything other
than effective propaganda is to
€
court disaster.Many people
involved in peace groups are
very dedicated characters,
whose concern and commitment to
their ultimate goal is to be
applauded.The problem arises
from the fact that so much of
these peoples' time and energy
is channelled into activities
which often result in no more
than expressions of their aims.
A rally in Hyde Park may be
a good morale-booster,and a
chance to meet like-minded
”people,but in relation to the
effort put into it,little is
achieved in the way of awakening people to what is going
on.Standing among a goodnh Q
natured crowd of kindred spirits
j‘

O 1°‘? 0

-have been driven back through
hardship and in shame,in the
dying weeks of the strike.
Obviously these latter are
different from the hardline
political scabs.We can reunite our union and redress

the division and humiliation
Thatcher has tried to create.
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*We have to win this battle

largely on our ownzwe will not
achieve victory in the boardrooms of the NCB,nor the Houses
of Parliament,nor through the
benevolent offices of ACAS.This
fight started in the pits and
there it shall end. I.S.IiEEDS
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THAT'S THE WAY TO DO IT!

The syndicalist COB (Bolivian Workers‘ Central,memberShip 800,000) victoriously
00nC1uded a 16-day general
Stfiké against the "SOCi&IiSt"

Soverﬂment Of Siles Zuazo on
M§T¢h 25th-The fruit of their
Victory"-a 5§0% Wage increase
to
keep. wel a ead of Bolivia's
.
lnflatlon rate-

STILL OUT
The IWW'(Industrial Workers
of the World) are continuing
their struggle for union recognition at Keller Fish,New
York (see DA 25).The strikers
have been out since October 25th
faced by scabs armed with iron
bars and local cops out for the
their arrest.Fellow workers
have raised $1,400 for the
strike.fund.Donations to:
Keller Strike Fund,IWW,Box 185
New York 1OO28_
’

COCA—COLA BOYCOTT

The Coke b°Y°°tt °°ntinue$
(see DA 25)until the workers at
the company's Guatemala plant
get union recognition and job
security.These workers are lit1

I

erally fighting for their
lives-officials of STEGAC,
their union,have been imprisoned and tortured.Support for
the boycott can help them win.
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Miners‘ W e fare
on 20-24 April at 10 am.A creche and overnigh
overnight accomodation will be available if
required.Registration is £5.00--free to
strikers and unemployed.

will be held at Kel

ssonsoatn an
DOA-IMQ

Socialist Federation
Bradford Trades Council
NUM.Kel1ingly
NUM Ledston Luck
Sottish Teachers Rank
and File
Rank and File 85
Thornton View Hospital
Occupation

Metal Box Shipley JSSC

WORKSHOPS TO INCLUDE:
The miners‘ strike
Rank and file in TUs
Welfare State
The role of the police

l». vo1.v£~¢s THE tménvl-oysp

THERE WILL BE A SOCIALT
IN THE EVENING
Credentials from:
A.Chambers,45 Acres St.
Keighley,W.Yorks.
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Ideas & Action

E§DElQ[\NFO
the la11SuaSc of
CL/\c%§
§TDUCGLE
In establishing communication
between groups in this country
and those in other parts of
the world,a problem exists in
language. Some groups are
fortunate in having the use
of a French,Spanish or Italian
speaker to help them keep in
touch abroad but others are
limited in their communication
by being unable to write to
other than English speakers.
An alternative is to learn
Esperanto. Although it has
never achieved great popularity,especially in England,it
has maintained a certain
amount of intrest amongst
socialists and libertarians
around the world} and the
magazine of the libertarian
faction of the Workers Esperant
Association is sent to thirty
countries including Japan.
Esperanto is easy and cheap
to learn,you can pick up the
first part of a free ten lesson
correspondence course at your
local library or from the
British Esperanto Association.
After that various magazines
wand books are available and
through the magazine LIBERCANA
LIGILO contacts can soon be
made.
It doesn't take agreat deal
of effort to learn Esperanto,
in fact a lot less than any
other language and it will
enable easier contacts with
libertarians everywhere.
M.P.
Addresses;ESPERANTO CENTRE,
140 Holland Park Avenue,
LONDON.
W11 4 UF.
LIBERECANA LIGILO,
c/o 54 Village Road.
GOSPORT
HANTS .
P0 12 ZLC.
WORKERS ESPERANTO ASSOCIATION
(SATEB)
29 Farrance Road,

There are few modern French
writers as well known as Albert
Camus(1915-1960).The Penguin
editions of his novels are
re P rinted nearly every year-and books such as The Fall and
The Outsider have had a great
influence on contemporary youth.
What is less well-known here in
Britain is his political commitment which evolved toward
syndicalism.
Unlike many of the French
-left-wing intellectuals,Camus
_came from a solidly workingclass background-the Belcourt
district of Algiers,vividly
evoked in L'Envers et L'Endroit
and The 0utsider.As he wrote in
1955"Almost all French writers
who today pretend to speak in
the name of the proletariat
were born of comfortable or
well-to-do parents".
Was his a deprived childhood?The sun and the sea were
free,but it did not take long
for the awareness of the cultural silence he faced to come
about:"A poor childhood--essential difference when I went
to see my uncle.At home objects
didn't have a name.We said the
soup plate,the pot on the mantlepiece,etc.At his housezthe
Vosges glazed earthenware,the
Quimper service,etc.I awoke
to the idea of choice."(Carnets
4

leftish paper Alger Republicain rigourously anti-Stalinist
with Pascal Pia,as a campa1gnln&<mItlook of the emigres nethr'
reporter on rural poverty and
ally appealed to Camus.Their
police corruption.The immediate struggle proved that one _
causes of the war and the Nazi- could fight for anti-fascist
Soviet Pact made him still
principles without falling
further wary of conventional
_into the hands of Stalinist
politics.Camus and Pia dellghteﬂtgtalitarians,that one could
in baiting the militery Censor" be a man of the left without
ship.One ringer for the censor being a Communist".
was the slogan"Suppress the
An abortive attempt to_set»
Scrombroids",put forward as a
up an aid committee for victims
quote for the day and attributedof the Cold War brought Camus
to the 19th Century Freneh
into personal contact with
anarchist Ravachol.The censor
French syndicallsts,and he
asked for a dictionary and whe later came to help with a small
when told they had none at
magazine Temoins,published by
hand (in a newspaper officel), Jean-Paul Samson,friend.and _
the text was censored.In fact a publisher of the Italian antiscrombroid is a kind of fish,
fascist Si1one.The magazine's
The newspaper finally folded.
French editor was the proofdue to shortage of newsprint,
reader Robert Proix,through
publishing a final uncensored.
"Whom Camus also met Glovanna
edition before being ordered to Bernerl end Pierre MenetteClose oyttho government,
Camus was also linked with
After this Camus went to
Nhhriee Jeyehxiwhe reh_Le LibFrance where his novel The_Out- ertalre and Le Monde Libertsider and his involvement in.
elre;end they eellebereted in
the clandestine resistance
Public events for 5Peln-

paper Combat together with

In 1957 Camus was awarded

Satre made him a national
the Nobel Prize.An article in
figure_It-was now that ho caﬂmg Revolution Proletaire_eptitled

to confront the condition of

Albert 0aaus=Ua eopaln (a mats)

workers in the northern indus- c9mmented9.CamuS ls e men Of
trialisod worlo,"st Etienne and1ife,thus of contradictions;
its SuburoS_A Sight like thls
susceptible to error and weak?
is a condemnation of the civil-ness;--What We know Of Camus

isation which gave it birthlA

ls hls solidarity toward the

militants of Spain,Bulgaria,
Hungary,not only on the occasion of meetings or of manifestoes but when there are no
other witnesses than anonymous
ones.
Others besides ourselves
know this.The old rebels and
aliens of the United States...
thglstgdgpts of Mbntevideo,who
pu is
‘m in their mimeoworld in which there is no mor- graphsd hullstin,ths young
more room for human beings,fOr' workers of Prague or of Warsawjoy,for active leisure,is a wor'and the unknow person from

albert camus _
syndicalist

He emerged from this milieu
not only with contact with his
uncle Gustave Acault,whose job
world that should die-"(CarDetS:BarQelQna whg sent Camus a
as a quality butcher enabled
4)
postcard with the simple word:
him to have time for political
The time after the LiberG-I'aQia_s,"
reading and discussion,but also
ation saw a period of hope that
The Nationalist FLN inSurr_
with the help of teachers _
was not to resurface until Rwy" action in Algeria put him in
Louis Germain and Jean Gernier.
'68_Thie hope for a better
apaimpossible position.Whilst
He played goal for Racing
future was lost-—in the COMMUD-Ew_ing unpublicised appeals fgr
Universitaire Algerois and
ist/Genllist struggle fer Pewerclemency for Moslem rebels senmight have made soccer his
in France,and in the Cold War tenced to death he could not
career,but at 17 was struck by
internationally.Camus_' allegor- apprgve of senseless terrer
TB which put' a stop to this
ical novel on the Nazi occup- against civilians,and with
prospect and would affect him
ation brought him more popul— others he tried to organise a
for the rest of his life,as in
arity,but his refusal
"civil truce" which failed,
those days sophisticated drug
to join Satre in fOllOWing the greeted with intransigence by
therapy was unavailable.
CP and the USSR,whilst not
the colonial power and underAfter hospitalisation he
backing capitalism and the USA,mined from within by the FIN,
joined in cultural pursuits,’
made him enemies On the left
Because of his reluctance to
writing,theatre etc with lycee
and the right.In his major pOl~condone terror tactics he was
and student acquaintances.As
itical work,The Rebel,his
dismissed as "just another
with so many well-meaning but
position was seen to be ev0l- liberal" by some French intellnaive young intellectuals in
ving towards the syndicalism
ectuals including de Beauvoir,
the 1950s he joined the CommOf Pouget and Pelloutier,whose who failed to appreciate his
unist Party,no doubt influenced
eclipse in the workers‘ move- basic human decency.Perhaps it
by the writers Gide and Malraux
ment by the authoritarian
was lucky that he died before
but he was soon to be disillussocialism of Lenin,was by this the final agony of the Algerian
ioned over the French CP's
time complete.It was a lonely was when the FLN/QAS bloody
about face on Algerian selfPosltionabut it Preved Prephv spiral of death went out of
determination;With the signing
eticafor towards the end Of
control.As it was,Algerian H
of the Franco-Soviet pact in
his life the Otherwise intell- independance did not result in
CHADWELL HEATH,
1955,any support to antiigeht Satre Wes to see the
economic freedom for the Algercolonialism
was
opposed
as
weakROM FORD .
errer Of his support for the
ian workers,as Ben Bella himself
ening the capacity of the French Soviet Union.Only a few others has since made clear.
ESSEX
to confront Nazi Germany-This
ambns them 0rwsll,sbarsd Camus
Albert Camus died tragically
RM6 6EB.
resulted in the expulsion Of
Pesitien st the time-In rePly in a road accident in January
Camus.
to criticism from a communist 1950,
The outbreak of the Second
Camus_stated that he had DOt
As syndicalists we see the
World War found him editing the
learnt about freedom from
nnls of the individual in
Merxrbut from PeVertyhistory as a symbol of collS
In 1948 he began e friend- ective struggles.Just as there
ehiP-With SPenish Anereh9
would have been an anti- authThe self-emancipation of exploited
s ._ _i
~--_.
eyndieelistsathrehgh his
oritarian current against Marx
and dominated humanity .requires
_, _ II‘ ‘
aqualntancs Wlth the eetress
in the First International
unity of action on an international
scaleacross all military blocs, all
national and language boundaries.
Such unity requires direct communication amongst equals without any
intermediaries. World Labor needs
-an international language.

Maria Cesbres-Es save support
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LEARN ESPERANTO NOW!
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without Bakunin powerfully

to the °emPei€n of the §Penish Federation of Political

articulating it,just as the
people of the Ukraine would

PIISODGTS

still have

t0 release Spanish

risen against

republicans locked in camps in Bolshevik and Tsarist dictat-

the_UsSR~He also began eh
orship without the military
association with the CNT in
genius of Makhno,in the sans
France's paper Solidaridad
way it was the spirit of
Obrere (later closes down by
Camus the rebel,rather than
de Geulle te eveid sivins
Satre or Althusser,that best
Offehee to Frene°)=end Wlth itsrepresented the aspirations of
editor Fernando Gomez Pelaez.
the wQnksn_studsnt uprisings
Herbert Lettmen in his
of France in May 1968 towards

bibsrapby of Camus-comments,
"The left—syndicalist,but

freedom and self-management.
To BALL

LEEDS DAM
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Social Struggles

Total Amnesty
e’>L/\»/
However,vaccination would not
necessarily protect these
children.
In the 1979 epidemic,Swedish
doctors notified a similar rate
of cases to their colleagues in
‘England and Wales.However there
were no deaths,whereas we had
27.There has been no death due
to whooping cough in Sweden
since 1979,yet this was the
year vaccinations ceased.
Comparison of mortality
rates between countries,and
between social groups within
countries,shows a characteristic pattern.Death rates are
directly related to income-the
association between low income
and high mortality is strongest
for infants under the age of
five.
In the third world diarrhoea
and measles--conditions that
usually take a mild course here
--are fatal to millions of
babies.The differences in diet,
social and environmental conditions that produce the contrast between affluent northern
countries and the poor south is
a more obvious step in the
progression that differentiates
Sweden from Britain,and their
patterns of whooping cough
mortality.
By emphasising the importance of vaccination,tne Uhbb
deflects attention from the

like the other infectious
diseases of childhood,whooping
cough has been in decline for
the past 80 years.Its prevalence is cyclic,with peaks just
under four years apart.The
last of these was in 1978.
The DHSS and the medical
profession have reacted with
repeated exhortations to
parents to have their children
vaccinated;the vaccination
rate has declined since 1974,
to about 50 per cent,mainly
because parents are understandably reluctant to expose their
children to the risk of
vaccine-induced brain damage.
This implies that the epidemic would be less widespread
and few children would die if
parents would comply.The evidence suggests,however,that
the course of illness and the
number of deaths caused by it
are only partly affected by the
rate of vaccination.Five per
cent of unvaccinated children
are likely to develop whooping
cough,but 5 per cent of vaccinated children will also
suffer from it.0verall,more
than 50 per cent of those who
develop whooping cough in
England and Wales have been
vaccinated against it.
Whooping cough can be an
unpleasant disease at any age,
but it is particularly dangerous for babies in their first~
year.In fact,most deaths are
among infants under three
months old-most often death
happens around 50 days.
The incidence of permanent
brain damage from the disease
--about one in 500,000 cases
--is believed to be about the
same as the incidence of brain
damage caused by vaccination.

\

factors that underlie the

growing severity of infectious
diseases--all are now increasing.Medical intervention can
offer little other than hope
against social forces.At times
of stress in the social fabric,
our old enemies the infectious
diseases seize their opportunity,and emerge once more,with
poverty as their ally.
,R.M.
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_ We must not forget the
mlners in prison.0nly
industrial direct action
will free them;unti1 then

prisoners can be adopted
via Di,We have a list of
75 prisoners,available
for a S.A.E.More next
issue on this.
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The miners‘ strike has
highlighted some of the most
unsavoury aspects of the social

security system-The 1975 Social

Security Act laid down that
anybody who is unable to work
because of a trade dispute at
their workplace will not be
entitled to receive Unemployment Benefit.Partners of
strikers can claim Supplementary Benefit,but the assessment
of their claim will take into
account a reduction of assumed
strike pay.This provision,a
thinly disguised form of financial punishment for the
families of people who go on
strike,was introduced in 1980,
and the amount was raised from
£ﬂ5 to £ﬂ6 during the miners‘
pstrike.Even after the sequestration of NUM funds,striking
miners were "assumed" to be
receiving strike pay.
The myth of pickets being
paid sizeable sums was spread
by the government's Fleet Street
pals--a move no doubt meant to
detract from the indignation
ordinary people would feel at
this example of "benefit" legislation.
The social security regulations are extensively used to
exact economic revenge from
strikers and workers affected
by lockouts ,and "their families .
The regulations applying to
people involved in "trade disputes" even extend to those
who,by their actions,identify

ml

1

0 L

with strikers--for example,by
agreeing to the requests of
pickets-and to those whose
terms and conditions of employment stand to be affected by
the outcome of the dispute.
As well as the "strike pay"
deduction from the benefit paid
to families of those concerned
people involved in trade disputes are not entitled to

receive single payments for
necessary items,as other claimants are.0nly in limited
circumstances will an urgent
needs payment be granted.
If somebody is in a position
whereby they would normally
expect to receive statutory
elek PeY»they won't get it if,
at the beginning of what would
otherwise be their period of
entitlement,they are affected
by e Stoppage of work at their
place of employment due to a
trade dispute--unless they can
prove that they are not participating or do not have a direct
interest in it (refusal to
cross a picket line counts as
participation).A strike at your_
place of work on the first day
of a period of sickness means
you won't get statutory sick
pay at all,for the whole time
that you are ill--even if the
strike ends the next day.
The social security system,
held up as an advantage of the
"welfare state" plays its part,
like any other legislation,in
maintaining the welfare 2£_the
state.
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the tip of an iceberg--this
Meehwhi1e,we've all witness- form of cancer kills over 2,000
ed the publicity over the case Wemen a year.although if detOf the Qxferdenire Wemen Wne
ected early the survival rate
were not informed that tests
is high,
Much less publicity was
for cervical cancer had had

P ositive results,with the
consequence that one is dead
and the Others Seriously i1lThe government nee admitted
tnet the system Of Smear test?
ing is "e ehemb1ee"»Wnien means
that these women represent only

Siven tg the Qgmmentg of a
senior epidemiologist from Liverpool in a radio interview a
week or two before the Oxfordshire case made headlines.This
individual had the arrogance to
Suggest that the livee saved by

testing for breast and cervical
cancer were not worth the cost
of screening large num5ers of
women and that the service
should no longer be available
on the NHS.Instead he advocated that women pay for testsabout £T00 every two years.No
doubt the good doctor is well
aware that women whose partners
have manual jobs are more
susceptible to cervical cancer;
their relative inability to pay

for treatment seems to be of no
concern to him.It certainly
didn't seem to have occurred to
him that if less money was lavished on expenditure for arms
or policing,the NHS would have
less trouble affording treatments to prevent the needless
deaths of women still in the
prime of life.
A R
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whl°h.°Ply leads to a new 1° a ors P
8
babwe,Nicaragua).SAANU has contacted the IWA (the
*RgxLkuNw§Syndicalist International) in Madrid.
In response this has formed a S.African
_
<:0mIHiSSi0I1 in New Y°I'ka ism in South Africa,ensurin_
.
hi h h
-t
'~
a constant supply of cheap and‘
orggﬁggégongl bggeliisi $1132? j
powerless labour for capital.
SA-Al{U Sees the: ett_I‘u883;ei eeelnst
Iondon,is the fastest growing
of the unregistered indepengtghgglgfagginst
allwfotie-he of
.
dant black trade unions in
South Africa.It refuses to reg- opprestnon of workers ‘black
and white‘
A
ister under the South African
THQZ-A-MIIE GQwETA=A MA-N IN
government's labour legislaFEAR OF HIS LIFE
tion.According to a SAAWU
A headline in the Johannes-i
spokesperson:"We believe that
burg
based
newspaper
City
if we go and register,we will
Press once declare'd:GQWETA 8:
be embracing all those DraconCISKEI 0.The ironically bitter
ia laws which amount to a
reference was to Thozamile
genocide against the working
. ,
_;_
Gqketa ’the young trade unlon
class and the black worker in
isti whose harrassment gt the
paticular".
he-nde Of the Smith A-fI'1_-can
In August 1982,concerned at
authorities has seen him
the power of unregistered
detained eight times in the
unions,the South African govlast three yea;-S_
ernment tried to draw them into
One of the most persecuted
"established channels" by
men in
South Africa_
today,the
permitting unregistered unions
§°ftl7"'sP°ken but highly art“
to use the state mediation_ .
iculate Gqweta has two sets of
and arbitration machinery.But
torturerszthe South African
SAAWU continues to reject any
security police and their hireinvolvement with governmentlings in the poverty-stricken
created institutions.
Ciskei,his official "homeland".
SAAWU STRATEGIES
What bothers the authorities
Its tactics are to build
and has led to the "unprecedorgaisation aid awareness by
ented onslaught" on him(as the
taking up the most pressing
increasingly self-censored
problems facing particular
Rand Daily Mail put it) is
groups of workers on the shop
Thozamile Gqweta's success in
floor.When it has the support
organising the SAAWU.0riginof over 50% of the workers it
ally asked by his supporters,
starts collective bargaining,
to form a blacks-only union,in
directly with the management.
the days when Steve Biko's
As workers in an industry
black consciousness philosophy
become better organised,they
had caught the imagination of
sometimes decide to form their
some of the country's intellown "sub-unions" or affiliates
ectual youth,Gqweta believed
of SAAWU.SAAWU itself is thus
a general workers‘ union.But it that any kind of racism was
is also an umbrella organisation counter-productive.He studied
trade unionism by reading
for sub-unions and affiliates
books in the East London
such as the Chemical & Allied
library and,putting into
Workers‘ union,the Road-Sea
practice what he learnt,
Transport Workers‘ union and
pressed ahead with SAAWU.
the South African Blind WorkThe union soon had 90,000»
ers‘ union.
,_
throughout the country-and
SAAWU emphasises the importance of active mass
is still growing.
_Gqweta's success and
participationewith the workers
making decisions themselves at
harrassment-and the way they
mass meetings.It also believes
have been reported both within
and outside South Africain collective leadership.By
these means it builds grass
make an interesting comparison
roots support among workers
with Lech Walesa,the West's
which enables their organisafavourite trade unionist:
whatever Walesa says or does,
tion to survive repeated
harrassment,intimidation,
and whatever confrontations he
has with the Polish authorities
arrest,torture and banning of
organisers.
make headlines around the world
yet his treatment by the Polish
COMMUNITY'IINKS IMPORTANT
government is like an afternoon
SAAWU also believes that
trade unionism must extend
stroll in the park compared to
that endured by Gqweta,whose
beyond the factories to the
terrible conditions in which
plight has been largely ignored
the workers live,in the locaby the 90-odd foreign pressmeh
tions and community.High rents, in South Africa.
squalid housing,destruction of
I
The South African authorfamilies by enforced migrant,
ities seem determined to
labourzsuch grievances are as
obliterate SAAWU.More than once
much part of exploitation as
they have swooped on the
low pay and poor conditions in
entire executive and they regthe factories.East London's
ularly raid SAAWU's offices
black townships are mostly
around the country,confiscatwithin the neighbouring Ciskei
ing records and books.And while
homeland and‘SAAWU supports
Gqweta has been their main
worker and community organisafocus for harrassment,his deptions opposed to the repressive uty in SAAWU,Sisa Njikelana,
puppet government of the Ciskei. has suffered almost as muchSAAWU thus disagrees with union he has been detained six times
bodies such as FOSATU(Federation already.
of South African Trade Unions)
Friends and colleagues of_
which believe that labour action Thozamile Gqweta now fear that
should be confined to industri- the South Africans-in their
al issues.
effirts to stamp out his
I
"cheeky" union-will stamp him
Although nearly all SAAWU's
members are bladk,its policy is out tnn,as they did Steve Biko
-non-racial.SAAWU sees apartheid and Neil Aggett.Those who know
Gqweta wonder how much more the
and racism as maﬁor enemies of
workers,especially black worman cas stand-and whether he
has not already suffered
kers.But it points out that
apartheid is also closely.link- irreparable damage.
ed to the development of capi-

to report violations of_
their human rights to it.
The declaration ended
by saying:"It is possible
that we founders of the
SLOMR will be morally and
physically crushed by the
perfected apparatus of
repression."Sadly these
proved to be prophetic
words.From 1979 to 1982,
155 SLOMR members were
i
imprisoned for "parasitism" and "hooliganism".
The International Labour
Organisation estimated
that in its bid to smash
SLOMR the state arrested
up to 50,000 people.
Amongst victims of
this state repression is
Carmen Popescu.Having
joined SLOMR,she was
first arrested in 1979.
After her release she was
refused employment and
arrested many times.
Many SLOMR members
have "disappeared".0ne
of these is Vasile Paraschiv.He joined the CP in

correct in identifying capit- 1'
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By Patti Waldmeit in Lusaka

THE
C°"g"°S$ 11’
°f
Ted ZAMBIA
[I7
(ZCTUl
cite: off lelothfo-day naﬁonwidg
étrike by workers in the country-‘s banks and several public
sector corporations, after Presi‘ dent Kenneth Kaunda took

»

A eme1‘8e11<§Y,D9WeI‘SitPib3I1S'¢1'ike8
m"°sS°""e11"d“s""°5B=='ml<s reopened YE-Slerdﬂi
were 3 ""°'f'eY $h"td°‘"T1

sparked by a dispute over theabolition of a system of autoi‘;h~tnatic deduction of union dues
l from workers’ salaries. Opera-5
/lion returned to normal at the
Posts an_deTe1et-omrrlunications
COTPOTHIIQD: the ,Ra1lw_ay.s and
the E'e_°""1F"'Y CPYP°rat'°'1af'e?
sporadlc
on Tuesday.
Faced d1srupt1on
with an ultimatum
by
'\hV the Government either to return
to, work 0,. suffer dismissat
< ZCTU chairman Mr _Frederit_:_k

Chi_luba- had l1t_tle optwn but to
I all 05 the Stflke. &¢¢01‘d1118.¥°
unionhoﬁicials.
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1946 and in the years
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Early in 1979,the Free
Trade Union of the Working People of Romania
(SLOMR) was formed.Its
vfounding declaration proclaimed:"...SLOMR became
objectively necessary
because of the economic,
social and cultural situation of the country..As its name indicates,
SLOMR freely carries out
its own activity,not
being the transmission
belt of any political
force."
After complaining
about unemployment and
inadequate pensions,the
declaration called for
workers‘ activity to
"take place in conditions
where human dignity is
respected,in an agreeable
and stimulating environment."SLOMR also proposed
that participation in
State activities be voluntary,and the workers‘
free time be increased.It
further proposed that the
CP's private stock of
ifood,housing and transport be integrated into
the general system of
supply,and that the fin-ancial activity of state
organs be subject to
popular control.In a
country suffering from
chronic shortages and a
corrupt bureaucracy these
were most important dem-A
ands.The declaration
further requested workers

1965-68 made many attacks
on its bureaucracy.In
1968 he was expelled from
the CP and several times
interned in psychiatric
hospitals having been
diagnosed paranoid psychotic.In 1978 he went to
France where he took part
in a press conference in

support of Soviet Free
Trade Unions together
with Viktor Fainberg of
SMOT,the Czechoslovak
Lestinsky and the Pole
Smolar.0n returning to
Romania he announced his
support for SLOMR,after
which he disappeared.
Dimitru Mircescu became a trade unionist age
aged 16 in 1928.In 1956
he had to flee to the
USSR where he was sentenced to ten years in the
labour camps on unfounded
charges.Escaping_fr0m the
USSR,he went back to Romania where he was again

imprisoned.In 1979 he
went to the West where he
wrote his memoirs of the
Soviet camps.Returning to
Romania,he was questioned
by the police,attacked in
his home,beaten up and
threatened with death.
Latest victims of the
repression include the
actor Arpad Visky who
was imprisoned for
"rebellion against authority",and Irma Alexe,
wife of exiled SLOMR
member Ion Alexe,who has
been interned in a psy-

chiatric hospital.
_ However,conditions
including economic crisis
and Communist dictatorship,which gave rise to
SLOMR still eXist,and a

Romanian Solidarnosc may
yet arise to challenge
the state . TL
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Last month we saw how the
syndicalist idea of rank and
file union control,with
solidarity and direct action
influenced the miners
(especially in S.wales) in
their struggle with the owners.
THE.MINERS' NEXT STEP
Syndicalist ideas received
further publicity with the publication of the pamphlet "The
Miners‘ Next Step" by the South
Wales Unofficial Reform Committee in 1911.It attacked the
conciliatory nature of the
South Wales Miners‘ Federation,
and its bureaucracy:"The possession of power invariably
leads to corruption...in spite
of good intentions".The
pamphlet argues that this corruption leads to union officials
being sucked into the collective bargaining and conciliation
system of the state.It also

maintained that
union officials
ity on the part
"Why fight when

such a class of
led to passivof the members:
the profession-

als can negotiate for you?"To
combat this the authors of the
pamphlet argued for the abolition of full-time union
officials in favour of control
by a self-reliant rank—andfile.Instead of negotiation
and conci1iation,they advoc- a
ated a fighting union policy i
using direct action methods,
and instead of several centralised regional mining
unions,one industrial union,

based on a federal structure
to maximise local autonomy.
As anti-statists the Syn-

nu

QOL

MINERS' MILITANCY,THEN AND NOW
reprinted by Jim Larkin in
the "Irish Worker‘ and in the
ISEL,s "The Synqicalistnrlt
argued for soldiers to side _
with their class and not their
officers:"The idle Rich Class,
who own and order you about,
own and order us (the working
class) about also.They own
everything.You don't,we don't.
When we kick they order you to
murder us.When you kick,you
get court-martialled and the
cells.Instead of fighting
against each other...help to
win the world for the workers".
This article led to Tom
Mann and Guy Bowman,editors of
the Syndicalist to be imprisoned under the 1787 Mutiny Act.
Their six-month sentence,said
one activist of the time,"made
syndicalism a household word
in Britain".
In any case,the mobilisation was not met by violence
from the miners simply because
the issue of a minimum wage
was so popular that there was
no danger of scabbing.
The real traitors were the
union full-timers who,in spite
of a ballot to stay out,accepted
a government formula which
offered the "principle" of a
minimum wage,but not the realit y.
A majority of the miners ignored
the call to return to work,
especially in the areas most
influenced by syndicalist ideas
Pits in Northumberland and
Durham declared that any settle
ment must include the release
of the syndicalist prisoners,
Bowman and Mann,while Yorkshire
miners called on transport
workers to join the strike and
widen the struggle.Yorkshire
full-timer Herbert Smith,at a
rally during the strike,warned that sympathetic action
would amount to revolution.
Hecklers replied from the floor
that this was the best thing
that could happen.

dicalists opposed nationalisation of the coal industry.
Instead,they put forward the
idea of "industrial democracy"
-control based on the workers‘
economic organisations,backed
up by a central Production
Board,to be arrived at by a
revolutionary general strike.
These are all ideas as relevant today as they were in
1942--as a glance at the sick
state of affairs in presentday unions will show.
The idea of "voting in socialism" is rejected in this
pamphlet.Parliamentary action
is described as "a delusion
and snare behind which lurks
the spectre of capitalism
Thousads of copies of the
pamphlet were sold and syndicalist speakers toured the
coalfields.
STRIKE ACTION
As a result of this vigourous propaganda,and further
attacks on miners‘ living standards there was a ballot of
445,801to 115,921in favour of
strike action to secure a minimum wage in February 1942.
The response of the government and bosses was to deploy
ANTI—LEADERSHIP
troops in the coalfields.Some
At Featherstone,Rotherham
units,like the Leeds Artillery,
were even issued with swords in and Middhion mines,miners
voted for the resignation of
case of hand-to-hand fighting.
all union officials.At DinningMine managers built barricades
ton pit an anti-leadership _
around their homes,and the
crusade was launched,demanding
territorial army was mobilised
regular recall of officials and
-a sign of the fear always
periodic elections.In spite of
inspired in the state by militheir combative attitude,howtant working-class action.
ever,by mid-April the strike
DON'T SHOOT!
had ended,the return to work
The Industrial Syndicalist
led by the militant but finanEducation League attempted to
cially exhausted South Wales
counter the threat of armed
miners(who had only recently
force with a bid to subvert
been on strike for a year-see
the army.Fred Bower,a stonelast month's DA).
mason,published a leaflet,
The miners now resorted to
"Don't Shoot",which was

industrial guerrilla war,as
they realised just how minimal
xgienew minimum wage levels
Tie failure of the Strike
strengthened the position of
the syndicalists as the miners
realised fully that the action
of the leadership was responsible for their defeat.The
Unofficial Reform Committee
expanded to become the Industrial Democracy League,a
specifically syndicalist organisation within the SWMF.By
the end of 1912,in a mood of
smouldering militancy among
miners,with strikes frequently
breaking out at different pits,
the syndicalists formed a
large and vocal minority of
the miners,and perhaps a majority of those in South Wales.
The campaign to implement the
programme outlined in "The
Miners‘ Next Step" continued
in expectation of the next
round of conflict.
THE DECLINE OF SYNDICALISM_
If,as I have argued,syndicalist conceptions of unionism
were so popular among the
miners before the first World
War,why is it that we hear
nothing of syndicalism in the
years after the war?
The great mass of nonsyndicalist miners (and other
workers) were of course caught
up in the ghastly carnival of
Jingoism that marked the outbreak of war.Thedsg:gicalists,
on the other han ,
a ways
laid great emphasis on antimilitarist propaganda.This had
only been widespread for some
four years,however,and it is
understandable that it failed
to contend successfully with a
hundred years of state propaganda in favour of patriotism.
As in so many wars,the mass of
the working class were fooled
into believing that they
shared a common enem(in this
case Germany) with the ruling
class,and that national interests must come before class
interests.
The durability of organised
syndicalism among the miners
was also lessened by the fact
that syndicalist miners sought
to revolutionise the existing,
corrupt miners‘ federation,
rather than form a breakaway
revolutionary union of their
own.During the same period,
Italian and.American.syndicalists formed rival unions
(the Italian Syndicalist
Union,numbering 800,000 members,and the Industrial
Workers of the World ,number-

ing 500,000).In both these
countries organised syndicalism persisted through the
war and subsequent government
repression,both organisations
surviving up to the present
day,though smaller in size.In
Britain syndicalists never
formed lasting union structures.
A third factor in the demise
of large-scale syndicalism at
this time was the false image
of success of the Russian
Revolution.Many syndicalists
joined the Communist Party
under the illusion that the
political action of the Bolsheviks had won socialism,
rather than the hell on earth
they had in fact created.
Mistakenly,they put their
~
faith in new leaders from outside their class instead of
relying on their own strength.
THE RELEVANCE OF SYNDICALISM
Although organised syndicalism was extinguished amongst
miners by the 4920s,many of the
ideas that constituted it have
persisted,for example,direct
action,opposition to full-time
officials,and self-reliance.
In the aftermath of the 8#-85
strike,most miners surely see
how reformist trade unionism
sold them down the river and
how the Labour Party held them
in disdain.But the strike also
demonstrated the potential for
success of solidarity practised
throughout--and even beyondmining communities,by miners‘
wives and strike support groups,
the value of industrial solidarity (the government was only
really worried when it seemed
possible that it would have to
face trouble from the dockers
as well as the miners),and the
value of international unity
among workers,in view of the
generous support that came from
workers abroad.
These ideas and practices
are the cornerstones of syndicalism,and represent the true
areas of working-class strength.
It is only natural therefore
that NUM branches should be
among the first to sponsor the
forthcoming Rank-and-File Conference mentioned elsewhere in
this issue.It is to be hoped
that this will lead to the
building of a rank-and-file
structure with broadly syndicaims and methods throughout
the mining industry (and of
course genera1ly).The miners
have as much to gain from
syndicalist ideas today as
they did in the early years of
the century. QC
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In his letter(DA 22)about
the article "The Future Is
Ours"(DA21) Edouard Dubois
fails to grasp the whole

truth when he points out that
"the power of the working
class lies at the point of
production".It is pessimistic
to state that "their only
sanction" is "the power to
withdraw their labour".The
strike is only one of the
weapons we have in the
struggle against state and
private capital.
The Unione Sindicale Italiana sees that the methods of
union tradition like the
strike,self-reduction of hours,
and of speeds,are in large
part unuseable and have lost
their efficiency in workplace
conflicts",and believes a
great effort to bring things
up to date is necessary,as
well as "the rediscovery of
forms of stru gle intentionally
abandoned by %Italian) reformist unionism such as the rigid
application of rules and prac-

tices,slowdown of production
speeds where this is possible,
non-programmed assemblies with
the impromptu suspension of
goods and services,as well as
the use of various forms of
civil disobedience".(Lotta di
Classe,January 19s4)we could
add other forms of direct
action to this list,for example the ‘social strike',where
all the workers together agree
not to charge the public for
goods or services,or to underchargg-other sanctions
possi Ie are sabotage and
occupation of premises.These
all lead to the complete takeover of the means of production.
So,what of the unemployed,
the people on the fringes,the
workers who are not at the
point of production and never
will be?They must not be pushed to the margins.As the
original article stated,they
have an important part to play
in creating the long- soughtfor social change.The British
miners‘ strike illustrates
this,with groups raising funds,
*3-pl Q - p J Q J -
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providing catering services,
joining pickets and providing
solidarity which other unions,
at the point of production
have not always equalled.In
helping the miners these groups
have gained vital experience of
mutual aid,and have earned the
respect and confidence denied
to them by the system.
The point is that only the
oppressed class as a whole can
mane the needed changes in society,not just one,employed
section.The change to "a free
and classless society" is one
to benefit all of us,wherever
we live.The lowest social
groups,the world's poor and
starving,the small peasants and
sharecroppers of the third
world who every day struggle to
have enough food,the unemployed and the exploited of the
‘developed’ world,the old and
the handicapped,the young who
have no future,these are the
people with the most to gain.
The revolution has to be by,and
for,all.
The system wants us as consumers but not as producers.As
the authors of “The Future Is
Ours" rightly state,"0ur job
is to promote liberty and
equality through the.acts of

ordinary people themselves."We
must ourselves organise ‘alternative enterprises‘.There is a
space prepared for us by the
failure.of the left and the
trade unions to do so.We must
fill it.We must develop meth0dS
to help ourselves become more
productive,creating projects_
controlled by the workers while
continuing the struggle against
the bosses for the control of
what already exists.
Almost everywhere it is
possible to find alternative
enterprises already in exist-
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Dear Direct Action,
The Edouard Dubois letter(DA
22)makes some interesting
points:that working-class power
lies at the point of production;
that the unemployed are powerAIMS mo Pamcrr
less;that the only sanction we
have is to withdraw our labour; ACTION MOVEMENT LES OF THE mam
that in the proposals in our
analysis "The Future Is Ours"
i‘liThoDirectAetionMovementio
work
lilllorgsnieetion.
I 1'
ho
we are victims of "wishful
thinking".
i2i0ur'eirnisthecreetionofeireeend
Let me say from the start
dadunsnhw'
that I am trying to give up the
iﬂ \Me as
word "syndicalism".While I
1"-pitsiiorn and
know it is still taught as a
forms
bv
psubject in our English Universitiesgit is nonetheless a
Mi
new
French word which.today means
mow‘
the
less than nothing to most
of production
sworn enemies of
English workers.The words
{git
II
onbohsifofthoworkers.
"direct action" are much
clearer and more meaningful in
forthe
English working-class ears.
3'
I
in *3“
indeperrden L
The direct action methods
with 0
workers use at the point of
production to control their
rnhki pﬂﬁn
All such workers organisations
working lives--via restrictb\(_workere therrlelves end must
ive practices,job control and
dwdedwvwmmnrmwummtlhw
industrial action--are part of of
such workers organisations must
a tradition which we will
rmrnediotoreceilbytheworlrers.
never ignore.Witness our DAM
Weereoppoood
Industrial Policy.This is the
tione.Theworlting
lifeblood of our movement,and
cieseetruggleie
nothing we on the Policy
ertificislbounderies
33 % tnteteedonotexio
Committee have said is intenthose States, they exi
§;éded to undermine this basic
59. of the ruling class.
shopfloor strategy.
The fact that we have a
in “M qweurnwem.ammmrrmmmum um at
attitudes and institutions that stand in the wsy
sound Industrial Policy how' tot ﬂpqmhrwqpﬂpg
ever,in no way reduces the nee Ofomwﬁvamiﬂm
to control their ownngrvoo -1.1 the environment.
to devise a related social
(Bi The Direct Action M
policy or a policy which is
hmmmr
of groups and individuals
complementary in so far as it
principles of snercho-synd
takes on the responsibility fo dnwnmueﬂmncmmd
rmmum on dkmmern
m
organising the unemployed and
bosses and so-celled experts.
the many people in "dead-end"
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I most want to
is the implication by M.Dubois.
ence,small collectives involand others,that members of this: I would like to know more
ved in bookselling and printing, underclass are "powerless".The r about the DAM/IWA. Please
in catering and craft indusconcept of "powerlessness" is ar send more information.
i'-‘I
tries,in agriculture and in
difficult one for me to accom- I
education.Many of these groups
odate into any anarchist
I enclose a stamped addressed
in the west at least,are
analysis of any social arrange-:°"1Vel°P@already consciously libertarian ments in any society I know or .NAME.......
eee
or anarchist,but they have
might imagine.My point is that ‘ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . , o , coo
problems due to their existence the strategies of power and
'
'
""'.'IOOeeeeee
in a capitalist world.While
control are available to all
proclaiming mutual aid they
members of all societies,and
:0CCUPATIC')N
have the problem of making ends the "underclass" are no excep-,
meet in a competitive market.
‘iSi0I1.
UNION"'°°"I0eeoooool
Where co-ordination exists it
The Polio Y Committee feels '
is generally co-ordination of
its considerations on this
:Cut out and send to:
specific trades or groups,
matter are based on practical :DAM/IWA, c/o 223 Greenwogd
producers,distributors or
reasoning but others will
'Ro,c1_ B
kl-11
consumers.0utside a wider,
decide ifathis is "wishful
:M2: 7HB?nC 1
’ MANCHESTER
class-based co-ordination
thinking".What no-one will
:
these projects remain isolated
deny though is that as a res- , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I L..-and temP orary.The IWA/AIT has
ponsible movement we have a job
existed since 1922 as an organ- to do in putting up alternative
isation for all types of
srategies for action.And this
workers,employed or unemployed, is
‘
the case wh e t her we be talkin both big and small indusing about the "underclass",or
tries.It alone could co-ordinabout the miners running the
ate on a wide enough scale to
mines,or even about the shop
ensure the survival of alterstewards‘ committee organising
Direct Action is
native enterprises,constructing the works‘ canteen.
an interdependent network of
The Policy Committe and the now produced by HULL
producers,distributors,services North West Regional DAM looks
DAM.
and consumers,a network beyond
forward to any practical
PIEASE NOTE OUR NEW
the state and the marketplace.
proposals from readers.
ADDRESS:
Everyone would gain if the
Best Wishes,
existing projects were drawn in
DEPT.D.A.
Brian
Bamford,
and new,complementary ones
PO BOX 102,
Rochdale.
initiated.Then we could give

imllﬂrtant

HULL,
N.HUMBERSIDE.

real examples of what workers‘
control is all about,not just
historical references or

DON'T FORGET
TO VOTE i

isolated examples.
Frank Richardson
USI Agriculture

Q

Ascoli-Piceno
Italy

PS I hope this is of interest to comrades in DAM.A
thoughful analysis of the
present situation is vitally
necessary.I am glad to see
Direct Action printing
articles like "The Future Is
Ours" as well as industrial
news.I hope the response to
it continues the debate in
a positive fashion,and results in practical policy.
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Later

URCHARGE
“UCLEAR
IS
BOSSES
At the end of January the
government announced that the
plans to dump nuclear waste in
the old ICI anhydrite mines
under Billingham,on Teeside,
had been abandoned.
In Billingham,where opposition to the plans was almost
total,the news of the climbdown
was welcomed after 15 months of
waiting.Billingham Against
Nuclear Dumping (BAND) had demonstrated,lobbied and petitioned against the proposed
dumping,but the popular
pressure was only indirectly
responsible for the plans‘
withdrawal...the death blow
to the scheme was ICI's decision in March '84 to refuse
access to the mine entrance on
its land.This move wasn't
prompted by a concern for the

point is that nuclear power
itself is the evil,not just
the dumping of its toxic wastes
And it's workers‘ power rather
than pressure group style
politics that can halt the
nuclear programme.
The government's energy
policy involves the run-down
of the coal industry and the
increased use of oil- and
nuclear-generated power.This
can only be described as
criminal and lunatic.Nuclear
power is much more expensive
than coal-generated power
(Iuneconomic" in fact),and oil
is twice as expensive to burn
as coal.The big advantage for
the bosses is that both will
reduce their reliance on mineworkers.And that's what the
miners‘ strike was all about
really.
North sea oil is the only
thing that enables Britain to
pay its way internationally,now
that we are a net manufacturing
importer,and the oil won't
last long,so our energy needs
will be provided either by the
cheap and plentiful coal reserves,or by egpensive and
environmenta ly disastrous
nuclearipower.
Nuclear power holds advantages for capitalists only.It
is expensive and the working
class will be made to pay for
it.It will require a small
workforce,closely controlled
under the pretext of necessary
security,rather than potentially troublesome miners
and power station workers.Thus
the working class will lose a
vital element of its power.
However,it appears that
the shrewdest capitalists
realise that burning coal still
makes sense in economic terms.
On Teeside ICI are converting
environment or altruism on ICI‘ part of their Wilton power
ICI's part,but was a response
statinn from oil to coal'burn,
rather to the overwhelming
which it is said will safeopposition in Billingham.ICI
guard the jobs of a thousand
is the biggest single employer
Durham miners.They seek the
on Teeside,with 14,500 workers
best of both worlds:cheap coal,
half of them at its Billingham
with a submissive and malleable
complex.So in the interests of
workforce,and strategically
calm industrial and community
useful nuclear power.
relations the company had to
Their plans must be resisted
come out against the proposal.
But a marginal anti-nuclear
movement based on pressureBAND has pledged itself to
support any other community to
group style politics will prove
resist a similar threat.But the as ineffective as it has to

CIEQA

The government intends to
pass on the cost of the miners‘
strike to the consumers,through
a so-called "Scargill surcharge
This is what it will be called
on our bills,and no secret will
be made of the reason for the
price increase.
The main item of extra cost
in keeping the electricity
supply going is the vastly
increased use of oil at the
power stations.City stockbrokers Laurie Milbank estimate that the four-fold increase
in oil prices in recent months
has cost the Central Electricity Generating Board an
additional £45 million a week.
As far back as October it
was reported that Treasury
ministers were committed to
raising the cost of electricity
to help meet the cost of the
coal dispute.To cover this,it's
estimated that the average bill
will have to rise by £15 this
year,but all-electric households
will face a £#O increase.
The government has two motives for imposing this surcharge-not only to pay the
massive bill incurred by its
strikebreaking policy,but also
to put across what the Chancellor believes is a valuable
public messagezthat we have to
pay for the miners‘ strike.By
distinguishing the surcharge
from the rest of the bill,they
hope to get public opinion on
their side against the NUM.
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date (not one nuclear missile
or power station halted).It
has to be realised that
nuclear power is a class issue;
it affects both the miners and
the wider working class.And the
only thing capable of halting
both the nuclear programme and
the missiles (whose materials
it supplies) is an organised
and militant working class.This
must be the last time a government can sit out a year-long
strike by running nuclear
power plants flat out,regardless of safety requirements,as
the Tories did this time We
must put a stop to their.limitless programme of investment in
this lethal and extravagant
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NUCLEAR POWER

IS BOSSES'
POWER-WE STILL DEMAND COAL
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DEMAND THAT THE THATCHER LEVY
IS SCRAPPED1

THE ELECTRICITY FOR I ONE-BAR FIRE FOR
ONE WEEK NOULD COST £I.43*FROM MAGNOX
NUCLEAR STATIONS BUT ONLY £2.9U*FROM

ii.
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We must organise
against this surcharge.THE
PRICE OF ELECTRICITY IS
ALREADY T00 HIGH.This is
not a Scargill surcharge,
it's a THATCHER SURCHARGE.
It reflects how expensive
electricity will become if the
government's policy of less
coal,more oil and nuclear
power becomes a reality,and
will cause many working people
hardship as a direct result
of Thatcher's monetarist
policies.
A mass consumer boycott of
this charge would turn the
tables on the government if we
can demonstrate the links
between government policy and
its effect on people's pockets
When the quarterly bills go
out in April they should be
met with an organised refusal
to pay the surcharge.Community
groups,tenants' and housing
organisations,strike support
groups and union branches
could all organise such a
refusal,and a well-co-ordinated campaign could develop
and spread across the country.
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Our thanks
DONATIONS HAVE BEEN
RECEIVED FRON THE
FOLLOWING
LP CIKNNITUIR,PUUNCEEﬁ3-

TER,£20;ANDY,M'CHESTER,£20;D MARCONE,£5;

G KIRKMAN,OXFORD,£5§
IR NUUE5DETE¥E2;Aﬂ?IKIHID
" GTON,£10;

..i' FROST £2.

OUR GB-ATEFUL THANKS
TO ALL ABOVE-

1' cxnvm1inIED Iuniuiuna
¢ DONATIONS ARE VITAL
foetus Kins? THIIJRAPEER
'.APTdLARlIK} Ehmruimuitr.
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